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The Legend of DragoonBox art showing (from left): Dart, Shana, and Rose, as part of its Dragoon formDeveloper (s)SCE Japan StudioPublisher(s) Sony Computer EntertainmentDirector (s)Yasuyuki HasebeProducer (s)Shuhei YoshidaDesigner(s)Yasuyuki HasebeProgrammer (y)Satoshi MamuroArt (s)Kenichi Iwata
Tatsuya NakamuraWriter (y)Takehiro Kaminagayoshi Yasuyuki HasebeComposer (s)Dennis Martin Takeo MiratsuPlatform(s)PlayStationReleaseJP: December 2, 1999NA: June 13, 2000EU: January 19 , 2001Genre(s)Role-playingMode(s)Single-player The Legend of Dragoon [a] is a role-playing video game developed
by SCE Japan Studio and published by Sony Computer Entertainment for PlayStation in 1999 in Japan, 2000 in North America and 2001 in Europe. Set in a high fantasy fictional world called Endiness, the game follows a group of warriors led by the protagonist, Dart, as he tries to stop the destruction of the world. The
player controls the side of 3D character models through pre-rendered linear environments. Combat uses a combination of turn mechanics and real-time commands. In particular, the game contains a quick event called addition during each attack, which requires the player to press a button when two squares converge.
Development began in 1996 and took three years with a production team of more than a hundred, and cost $16 million, especially high on time. The game is the use of realistic CGI movies alerted from the press. On release, The Legend of Dragoon received mixed to negative reviews, with critics comparing it unfavorably
to the Final Fantasy series. The Legend of Dragoon has sold more than one million copies worldwide, with most of these sales coming from North America. The album soundtrack of the game was released in 2000, as well as a novel and manga inspired by the game. Gameplay Arrow attacks the enemy and triggers the
addition of a quick time event. To perform another attack the player must press X when the two squares converge, as shown on the icon in the lower right corner. The legend of dragoon game contains three modes of the game: map of the area, field and battle screen. Players are surveying the World of Dragoon Legend
according to predetermined routes on a linear 3D map. [1] At the end of each route there are different representations of areas for players to enter, including cities and dungeons. As the game progresses multiple routes are revealed for players to switch to. In the map field, the player navigates the fully scaled version of
the areas represented on the world map, which are overlapping on the pre-provided background. The player can explore the environment, talk to the characters and advance the story. [2] At random intervals on the area map and in field mode and at certain moments of the story, the game enters the battle screen. [3] A
maximum of three characters are used in each battle. On the part of the member in turn, the player chooses the command for their character to take as an attack with a weapon, guarding to restore health, using or escape. When attack is selected, a quick time mechanic named addition is activated. Two blue squares
appear on the screen and begin to converg. If the player presses the button when the squares overlap, the character continues to add and does more damage. [1] Characters receive several additions during the game that have longer chains and cause more damage. However, longer additions allow enemies to face
each other and the player must press a different button to continue the attack. [4] The player can also select a magical offensive item where the player can increase the power of the attack by repeatedly pressing the button. [1] During the story of the game, dragoon spirit acquires the character, which gives them the
ability to transform into dragoon form in combat. [2] Dragoon form changes character appearance, giving them wings and making them swim in the air. [1] A character can only become a dragoon during a battle if he or she has earned spiritual points that were earned after a successful extra attack. [5] In Dragoon form, the
character gains support for their damage and health, and their attack orders, guards, objects, and running are replaced by Dragoon Attack and Dragoon Magic. [2] If a Dragoon attack is selected, the player enters a new fast time event to expand the number of attacks they have carried out. The circle appears with a line
that moves clockwise, and when the line reaches the top of the circle, the player must press X to perform another attack. [1] Dragoon Magic allows the player to perform a powerful offensive or defensive spell. [2] The Dragoon form is only applicable to a limited number of revolutions and must be recharged to be reused.
[1] When the player is not in battle, he can use the menu screen. This screen is used to check the status and statistics of individual characters, use items and abilities, save the game (on the world map or at the place of deposit) and select an attack to add in battle. [5] The legend of dragoon set the plot and character
takes place in a world known in the game as Endiness. [6] His aesthetic recalls the Middle Ages with fantasy elements such as swords, magic and dragons. [1] The world contains various species including humans, dragons and winglies. [6] Humans live like farmers, while dragons look like winged creatures and have
Dragon Spirits. Winglies are an aggressive species that is able to fly and enslave people 10,000 years before the start of the game. People became Dragoons by getting the help of the Dragons to beat the Winglies and living in relative peace at the time of the game. [7] There are nine playable protagonists in the game.
[8] The main protagonist is Dart, a warrior looking for the Black Monster. Shana is a childhood friend of Dart's and she's interested in love. [1] Rose is a fighter who teaches Dart how to fight like Dragoon. [9] Albert is King Basil, duchy in play and Lavitz is his a knight who fights a spear. Meru is a dancer from a flower town
and Kongol is the last of its kind in the world. Haschel is an older man looking for his daughter, and Miranda is a magician. [8] Story Dart travels to his hometown when he is attacked by a dragon controlled by the Sandor Army, a rebel faction in the Serda Civil War. He is rescued by Rose, who informs Dart that the Army
of Sandora has invaded his home. When he arrives, he discovers that his hometown has been destroyed and his childhood friend Shana has been taken to prison. After Rescuing Shana, King Albert sends a side to defend the fortified city of Hoax. In a surprise attack, Dart gains the ability to transform into dragoons. With
the fortress safe, the party travels to Lohan, where they meet Lloyd and discover that he kidnapped King Albert and took the Moon Gem from him, an ancient artifact held by the royal family. The king is saved, but Lloyd escapes with the Moon Jewel. The party discovers that Lloyd collects similar artifacts held by the royal
family across the continent, and while the party tries to reverse its work, Lloyd acquires all three artifacts. Dart and the party defeat Lloyd, who agrees to take them to Emperor Diaz. Diaz reveals that during the reign of the Wings 10,000 years ago a creature called Virage Embryo, also known as the God of Destruction,
came into the world to end all other life. Before he could be born, the Winglies used their magic to separate their bodies from their souls and throw the body into heaven, where it became a moon that never socialized. They sealed the moon with magic signatures placed in each of wingly towns to prevent the soul and
body from reunification. The soul of the God of Doom was originally placed inside the Crystal Sphere, worn by the master of the Wings, Melbu Frahm, to increase his power. The crystal ball was destroyed when the Dragoons attacked the winged capital of Kadessa. The soul of The God of Doom wandered the Earth, and
every hundred and eight years the body of a human child is its own in an attempt to return to its body. The body can be summoned if the signnets are destroyed, which is done using the enormous magical power contained in the artifacts lloyd has collected. Nowadays, the man who is the soul of the God of doom is
Shana. Emperor Diaz turns out to be Zieg Feld, Dart's father and dragoon leader 10,000 years ago. Melbu Frahma cast a spell that had mesmered Zieg and kept his own spirit alive in Zieg's body. Zieg - obsessed with Melba Frahma - takes Shane and destroys the remaining Signet balls that seal the moon, which he
never shys, causing it to fall from the sky. He carries Shana into the body of the God of Doom, so that the body may feel the presence of its soul and prepare to be re-found. Instead, Melbu Frahma connects with the body itself and assumes the form and power of the God of doom. Zieg is released from Melbu Frahma's
and the party is capable of defeating Melba. Zieg and Rose sacrifice themselves to destroy Melba Frahma, and the surviving party members return to different places on the continent and live separate lives. The Legend of Dragoon development was developed in-house by Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. The play
was directed and designed by Yasuyuki Hasebe, who also created the story outline. The producer was Shuhei Yoshida and this game was one of the last and biggest projects he worked on before leaving SCE Japan Studio. [11] [12] Kenichi Iwata was the artistic director and designer of dragoon armor, working on
character samples alongside Tatsuya Nakamura. [12] [13] Monsters games were designed by Itsuo Itoh, and dragons were created by Hirohiko Iyoku. The script was written and overseen by Takehiro Kaminagayoshi. Sony Polyphony Digital's internal studio helped create CGI movies. [12] Shuhei Yoshida, pictured in
2013, was the producer of the dragoon legend. It took three years to make the game. At the beginning of its development in 1996, the company also created Ape Escape and Ico, so The Legend of Dragoon started with a very small team. [11] The production team grew to more than 100 employees and had a budget of
$16 million, both considered very large for PlayStation. [11] [14] The Addition Battle System was designed to make players feel like they were actively participating in a battle instead of taking orders and waiting for actions to be completed. The team's pursuit of realism resulted in magic – a common character ability in
RPGs – only incorporated into the dragoon state or through items with equivalent effects. [13] Originally, there were no plans for CGI movies because character models were based on a polygon and would disconnect between real-time graphics and CGI graphics. The development team agreed to use CGI films for key
events because they looked impressive and wanted to show off the characters flying through the air. It was challenging for developers to create smoke because it was their first attempt at this effect. The game's real-time lighting was designed to mimic the lighting used in CGI video productions, so the development team
focused on the parts that the player would be drawn on, allowing its economic use. [13] The number of CGI movies and pre-rendered backgrounds meant that the game had to be spread over four CDs, which was the maximum possible number of discs for one PlayStation case. [11] According to Yoshida, a team of ten



artists worked on the concept of the game. [11] The team chose character names by writing 100 names between the letters A through N, and then choosing the names they liked best and attaching them to the characters that match the proposed name. Iwata was chosen to design the main characters after other
designers designed an anime aesthetic that was rejected. Iwata originally only designed Dart and Rose, with Rose's hair bright green. As the setting shifted toward a more realistic tone, elements such as Pink Green Hair were removed. The characters were given key colors, so players could easily distinguish from each
other, with each color matching the character's personality. [13] The Music of the Legend of Dragoon was co-composed by Dennis Martin and Takeo Miratsu. [15] Martin was an American composer with a cv including the Japanese TELEVISION series Rasen for TV Asahi,[16] while Miratsu worked on Jumping Flash
music! and its sequel in addition to forming half of the duo Twin Amadeus. [17] Martin was both a soundtrack programmer and a pianist. The soundtrack featured contributions from guitarist Chuei Yoshikawa, bass work by Jonathan Maron, percussion by Ray Grappone, and saxophone by Jay Rodriguez. The synthesizer
operator was Tetsuo Yamazaki. Music recordings have been split between a Tokyo-based SEDIC and a Sound On Sound studio in New York. Mixing was also done on Sound On Sound. [19] The Legend of Dragoon was Martin's first work for a video game and was chosen because Sony wanted a different musical style
than other RPGs at the time. Martin was originally supposed to compose the music of the game himself, but the game's 4 CD-length made it impractical and Japanese staff hired Miratsu to create additional soundtracks. Martin and Miratsu did not meet while working on the play, although Martin stated that having a native
Japanese composer with a different style than his, expanded the diversity of the soundtrack. [20] Martin had trouble making music in the early stages of development and attributed the patience of the main production team as helping to find the right style and pace for music. [20] When creating the soundtrack, he needed
to meet the production team's requirements for the overall style and individual songs of the soundtrack, but within these parameters he was given a creative license. His early work focused on what Martin described as a percussive/ethnic approach, but the team wanted stronger melodies. Martin feared that such melodies
would be tedious, because the music would loop several times during the game, so he added elements of the groove to negate the problem, because he felt that the groove [could] loop forever. [16] Martin used in-game artwork and scripts to inspire the creation of compositions. One of the two demo discs Martin
submitted became music for the opening of CGI cutscene. [20] Martin found that limited PlayStation hardware was frustrating for songs. [16] The main theme of the game, If You Still Believe, was played by Elsa Raven. [15] The song was composed, written and produced by Martin. The jingle recording was split between
Tokyo and New York. [20] The legend of dragoon was announced in September 1999 after video scenes from the game were shown at this year's SIGGRAPH event. [21] This was among the games shown at the Tokyo Game Show in 1999. [22] The game was released On December 2, 1999, the North American edition
was confirmed by Sony in January 2000[1] and released on December 13, 1999. Yoshida oversaw the release in North America after moving to sony's North American subsidiary. The game has been modified to become less difficult after feedback from Japanese players, with Yoshida calling the North American edition
the complete version. It was released in Europe on 19 January 2001. On December 22, 2010, she was in Japan, and on December 1, 2010, [26] In a retrospective article about yoshida, he stated that the sequel was pre-produced after Yoshida left Japan, but was canceled for unknown reasons. [11]
ReceptionAggregatorScoreMetacritic74/100[27]Review Of Match ScoresSereFamitsu31/40[28][29]GamePro5/5[6]GameSpot6.4 /10[5]IGN7/10[2]Jeuxvideo.com15/20[30]Next Generation[31] The Legend of Dragoon scored 74 out of 100 on metacritic, based on 12 reviews, indicating a mixed or average income. [27] In
2001, she was nominated for the D.I.C.E. Awards in the Console Role-Playing Game category. [32] The play was praised by David Smith in his review for IGN for its cinematography and graphics, which are cited as the main points for the game. The addition of quick events was criticized for requiring too much accuracy,
and the titular element of dragoon's transformation was considered meaningless for the game. He also criticized the excessive frequency of random encounters. [2] Eric Bratcher evaluated the game for the next generation and said it was a huge, majestic game that mimics FFVIII's weaknesses and strengths. Still, it's a
fantastic title with an incredibly compelling concept. [31] Jeuxvideo.com said that the game did not sming the Final Fantasy series[30], while Gamekult said he introduced some interesting concepts but did not have the magic of Final Fantasy IX. [b] [8] Ken Chu said in reviewing the Japanese version that it would be
considered a good game if it was rated on its own merits, instead of compared to other video game titles. GameSpot's Peter Bartholow was more critical of the game, calling it a highly generic RPG that borrows too much from other games and lacks the catch to deal with excessive defense. Citan Uzuki of RPGFan said it
was an average RPG. [34] When reviewing its re-release in 2012, Neal Chandran noted that The Legend of Dragoon is one of the most underrated RPGs in the PlayStation era and that it was enjoyable once the reviewer was comfortable with his game mechanics and changes from traditional RPG features. [35] Sales
After its debut in Japan, The Legend of Dragoon reached second place in sales behind Pokémon Gold and Silver, selling more than 160,000 units and becoming the best selling new version this week. [36] To the end The game has sold more than 280,000 copies in Japan. [37] According to Yoshida, sales in the United
States were stronger than sales in Japan, allowing the game to regain its big budget. In 2007, 960,000 copies were sold in the United States and 355,240 copies in Japan. [39] Psn's in-game version ranked in the top 4000,000 on PlayStation Classics and placed in the top five for the next three months. [40] [41] [41]
Other media The original soundtrack album for the play was released in Japan on 21. [42] Lucy Rzeminski of RPGFan called the album a passable CD, if you give it a chance to dive, praises some songs, but most of the album lacks both quality and diversity. [42] Chris Greening of Square Enix Music Online gave the
album a score of 6/10, saying that while innovative at the time, it was replaced in quality by later soundtracks. He recommended that fans buy the soundtrack despite the album missing several tracks from the game. [43] Both critics praised the main theme of If You Still Believe as a high-quality theme song. [43] If You
Still Believe was included in the compilation album Game Music Collection ~Sony Computer Entertainment Japan Best,[44] released by King Records on 23. [44] The series was edited twice after its Japanese release; an amendment written by Hiranari Izuno and published by Famitsu Bunko in March 2000,[45] and a
short-lived manga created by Ataru Cagiva published in tankōbon Enterbrain in June of that year. [46] Dart was also supposed to be a downloadable feature for PlayStation All-Stars Battle Royale. [47] Notes ^ Rejendo Obu Doragūn (のののの‧‧の‧のグーー) ^ Translated from French, n'a pas la magic d'un Final
Fantasy IX. Reference ^ and b c d e f g h i Horst, Tim; Perry, Douglass (2000-01-28). The legend of Dragoon. Ign. Archived from the original for 2005-02-05. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ a b c d e f Smith, David (2000-06-13). Legend of dragoon review. Ign. Archived from the original on 2005-02-08. They were acquired 2008-10-
10. ↑ Bartholow, Peter (2012-02-02). First impressions: The legend of Dragoon. Gamespot. They were acquired 2020-08-18. ↑ Sony Computer Entertainment, ed. (2000-06-13). Legend of Dragoon operating instructions. p. 11-19. ↑ a b c d e Bartholow, Peter (2000-02-14). Legend of dragoon review. Gamespot. Archived
from the original for 2001-12-07. They were obtained in 2014-07-30. ↑ a b c E. Coli (2011-06-07). Legend of dragoon review by GamePro. GamePro. Archived from the original for 2004-04-13. They were acquired in 2013-02-02. ↑ Sony Computer Entertainment, ed. (2000-06-13). Legend of Dragoon operating instructions
(PDF). 8.9. ^ a b c Test : Legend of Dragoon met le feu à FFIX?. www.gamekult.com (French). 2001-01-25. Archived from the original for 2020-01-12. They were acquired 2020-09-15. ↑ Sony Computer Entertainment, ed. (2000-06-13). Legend of Dragoon operating instructions (PDF). p. 48. ^ Sony Computer
Entertainment, ed. (2000-06-13). Teh dragoon operating instructions (PDF). p. 47. ↑ a b c d e f g h Yoshida, Shuhei (2012-04-11). The Legend of Dragoon Coming to PSN: RPG Classic Reborn May 1. PlayStation Blog. Archived from the original for 2012-04-13. They were acquired in 2013-01-09. ↑ a b c Sony Computer
Entertainment, ed. (2000-06-13). Credits. Legend of Dragoon operating instructions (PDF). 51-53. ↑ a b c d Famitsu Legend of Dragoon Interview. RPGFan. 1999-10-28. Archived from the original on 2016-03-04. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ a b Ashcraft, Brian (2013-11-04). How Sony Hometown Studio Rose From the Ashes In
Time for the PS4. Kotaku. Archived from the original for 2013-11-07. He won the 2018-06-27. ↑ and b -ののの‧‧の‧のグー」のののナ サののののの. Aniplex (in Japanese). Archived from the original for 2017-12-23. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ a b c Interviews – Dennis Martin. RocketBaby. Archived from the original for 2001-
03-03. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ Martin, Ben. Jumping Flash! 2 Original game soundtrack (Best Reviews). AltPop.com. Archived from the original on 19 August 2007. ↑ Takeo Miratsu(のらのたけの) / Memorial Best-Twin AmadeuS- (in Japanese). CDJournal. Archived from the original for 2016-02-10. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ a b
Sony Computer Entertainment (2000-01-21). Legend of Dragoon Original Soundtrack Liner Notes. (in Japanese) SPE visual works. SVWC-7054. Acquired for 2018-06-27. ↑ a b c d Davis, Jeff (2000-10-07). Sound test – interview with Dennis Martin. RPGamer. Archived from the original on 2002-06-06. Won 2018-06-27.
↑ Sony announces The Legend of Dragoon. Game intelligence agency. 1999-09-01. Archived from the original for 2018-06-27. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ 【Prahaゲーョの '99秋 のポーの Vol.13】ーーーーー、グのーのの2、などPSのの6のを発表 (in Japanese). ASCII Media works. 1999-09-20. Archived from the original for
2017-06-27. He won 2018-06-27. ↑ のののののののグーの (Japanese). Playstation. Archived from the original for 2008-12-13. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ Ahmed, Shahhad (2000-06-13). The legend of Dragoon has been released. Gamespot. Archived from the original for 2018-06-27. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ Whritenour, Jacob (2013-
01-18). This week in game 1/13-1/19. Hardcore player. Archived from the original for 2016-01-07. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ 12⽉22けのPlayStation Store情報. The 題PSPのRPG-3」や」やサービのの始れた NEOGEO Station」の注のだ 4Gamer.net (in Japanese). 2010-12-22. Archived from the original for 2017-09-18. Won
2018-06-27. ↑ a b Legend of Dragoon for PlayStation. Metacritic. Archived from the original for 2010-11-25. He won 2011-11-21. ↑ (PSグ) Famitsu (in Japanese). Archived from the original for 2015-10-10. They were obtained 2018-07-04. ↑ IGN: A new legend on Dragoon Info. Ign. 1999-11-30. Archived from the original
for 2002-06-13. He won 2009-05-17. ↑ a b Romendil. Test du jeu Legend of Dragoon sur PS1. Jeuxvideo.com (French). They were acquired 2020-09-15. ↑ a b Bratcher, Eric (August 2000). Legend of Dragoon - best finale a game that wasn't. The next generation. Imagine Media (68): 93rd ↑ Legend of Dragoon. Academy
of Interactive Arts and Sciences. Archived from the original for 2012-05-10. They were acquired in 2018-07-04. ↑ Chu, Ken (March 5, 2000). The legend of dragoon. RPGFan. They were acquired 2020-09-15. ↑ Uzuki, Citan (October 5, 2000). The legend of dragoon. RPGFan. They were acquired 2020-09-15. ↑ Chandran,
Neal. The legend of dragoon. RPGFan. They were acquired 2020-09-15. ↑ Top 10 games in Japan. Ign. 1999-12-17. Archived from the original for 2006-05-15. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ 1999 Top 100 best selling Japanese console games. Magic box. Archived from the original on 2007-04-02. He won 2009-05-17. ↑ The Magic
Box – US Platinum Chart Games. Magic box. Archived from the original for 2007-10-20. Won 2009-05-17. ↑ PlayStation. Famitsu Game Data Library. April 25, 2020. ↑ Haro, Morgan (2012-06-13). May 2012 PSN Best seller: The Walking Dead attacks the charts. PlayStation Blog. Archived from the original for 2017-10-
21. They were acquired in 2013-02-02. ↑ September 2012 PSN Bestselling: The Walking Dead crawls back to the top. PlayStation Blog. 2012-10-08. Archived from the original for 2016-04-11. They were obtained 2013-02-02. ↑ a b c Rzeminski, Lucy (2002-06-10). Legend of Dragoon OST Review. RPGFan. Archived from
the original for 2016-08-25. He won 2018-06-27. ↑ a b Greening, Chris (2010). The Legend of Dragoon Original Soundtrack :: Review by Chris. Square Enix Music Online. Archived from the original for 2011-09-15. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ SCEJゲー⾳をのたCDの発売. Famitsu (in Japanese). 2005-01-05. Archived from the
original for 2005-01-13. He won 2018-06-27.争乱ディグ ↑ National Diet Library. Archived from the original for 2018-06-27. ↑ ののののののグーの (Japanese). Kadokawa Shoten. Archived from the original for 2018-06-27. Won 2018-06-27. ↑ Cook, Dave (2013-07-01). PS All-Stars: Battle Royale art suggests the
cancellation of the DLC 'The Legend of Dragoon'. VG247. Archived from the original for 2016-06-10. He won 2018-06-27. External Wikiquote links have quotes related to: The Legend of Dragoon The Legend of Dragoon (manga) on the encyclopedia Anime News Network Obtained from
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